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Flood event during 18-19 July 2018

T
he Belá River represents a unique morphological and ecological river body located in the foreground of 
glacially modeled river basin in central European conditions in the northern Slovakia. Thanks to its multi-
thread planform, it represents a typical gravel-bed braided and wandering river (LEHOTSKÝ et al. 2015). In 

the length of 14.92 km represents the longest Slovakian river with a multi-thread planform (KIDOVÁ and 
LEHOTSKÝ 2012). The natural feature of the Belá multi-thread river system is the frequent relocation or creation of 
new arms and gravel bars (KIDOVÁ et al. 2016a, b; 2017). The rapidly changing flow regime increases the transport 
of large amounts of sediment. In such a system, the occurrence of central bars naturally predominate over the 
longitudinal ones. The channel reworking and diversion of established river channel into a new course on the 
adjacent floodplain due to avulsions creation. According Brierley and Fryirs (2005) on the Belá River there are most 
often two types of avulsions (KIDOVÁ and LEHOTSKÝ 2012): second order avulsion (the main channel is changing 
its position within the braidplain, river´s active zone respectively) and third order avulsion (numerous accretions 
within frequent shifting and transformation of bars).
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Selected cross-sections on the river reaches (RR) of the Belá 
River where flood protection works were carried out. The blue 
cross-section represents the reference state of the river before 
the flood in July 2018; the red cross-section represents the state 
after the flood and post-flood protection works in the river.
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Technical realization of post-flood management works in 2018  

Example of reduced length of all active channel on second river 
reach (RR2; near Dovalovo settlement) before intervention with 
natural riverbed (2015; blue color) and after intervention with 
artificially created channel of the Belá River (2018; red color) by 
watercourse administrator. Background image: 2015 and 2018 
© EUROSENSE, s r. o.

The flood dated 18-19 July 2018 on the Belá River represented 5-10 year recurrence interval and reached the 3rd degree 
of flood activity at both gauging stations (Podbanské and Liptovský Hrádok) (SHMÚ, 2018a). The technical realization 
of the post-flood management works within the braidplain of the Belá River made after flood in July started on 23 July 
and continued during whole August 2018. According the official technical documentation (letter “Announcement of 
works on the flood situation in Belá River” No. CS SVP OZ PN 529/2018/77 from 30. 7. 2018) these works consisted 
following steps:
 - releasing obstporucted cross sections
 - removing of alluvial gravel bars and large wood debris,
 - repairing of damaged flood protection dikes and stony grade-control structuresby adding and incorporating quarry 
stone,
 - relocation of sediment materials within the riverbed,
 - changing the streamline of the main channel.

The volume of the planned works designed and detailed in the photo annex of the official technical documentation 
(as “Summary of work”) represented by:

 - transfer of river materials intotal 46,600 m3;
 - sediment material extraction in total 24,000 m3;
 - refilling of quarry stone over 500 kg in total 2.050 m3;
 - at several places in the braidplain removing accumulations of large wood debris  including its root system. 

All of these activities are in line with the official Slovakian Water Management Company policy. The objective of this 
activities were to implement legislative measures to prevent further floods. 

Based on field reconnaissance and very accurate remote sensing data with a resolution of pixel-size 20 cm 
from 2015 presents reference conditions (imagery date: July 7, 2015) and 2018 presents post-flood 
managment works (imagery date: August 12, 2018) the quantification of planned and realized post-flood 
management works was identified. 

On orthophotographs from 2018 had identified river reaches affected by flood intervention with approximately 90% 
reliability. 

Change in channel morphology 
Based on vectorization in the GIS environment, the morphological changes of the riverbed were quantified and 
evaluated. List of categories of studied morphological parameters:
 
- water area, length of low flow channels
 - isolated water area (backwater)
 - lateral gravel bararea without vegetation
 - mid-channel gravel bararea without vegetation
 - bar area with vegetation cover (herbs and shrubs)
 - island area (tree vegetation)
 - LWD area in low flow channel 
 - LWD area on the lateral bar
 - LWD area on the mid-channel bar

Photodocumentation 
of large woody debris 
mass by rolling up 
the edges of river 
banks. 
(Photo: Kidová, 
13.8.2018)

Comparison of LWD accumulation area in natural braidplain 
(2015) and after post-flood management works (2018) within 
individual study river reaches (RR1-RR11) as well as the overall 
overview LWD distribution (last right graph).
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Comparison of LWD accumulation area in natural braidplain 
(2015) and after post-flood management works (2018) within 
individual study river reaches (RR1-RR11) as well as the overall 
overview LWD distribution (last right graph).

Visible traces of heavy 
equipment transfer at 
two sites between the 
individual treated river 
reaches recorded 
during field 
reconnaissance (the 
Belá River between 
Vavrišovo and 
Pribylina). 
(Photo: Kidová; 
19.10.2018)

gauging station     culmination time   Q      water level      RI
                                    (date; hour)      (m3.s-1)    (cm ) 
Podbanské       18.7.2018; 23:15 85.9      201           5-10 
Liptovský Hrádok      19.7.2019; 04:15   124.5      234             5

intensive atmosheric precipitation during 17-18 July
cooler and humid air mass flowed into the Carpathian region 
from north to northeast. Due to the wind effect of the mountains 
(Tatras), extremely high precipitation rates were recorded at 
some, especially Tatra stations, which caused the flood situation 
in this area.

Hydrodynamic and morphological evaluation of post-flood 
management works impact on multi-thread river system 

as a part of NATURA 2000 network
(the Belá River case study, SKUEV0141)

Photodocumentation of the way the river material is formed into 
a wide "U" shape channel. (Photo: Kidová, 13.8.2018)

# loss a typical multi-thread pattern

# loss of geomorphic diversity

# loss of channel-floodplain connectivity

# disturbance of the hydro-morphological continuity

# destruction of Natura 2000 habitats (aquatic and terrestrial)

# interruption biogeomorphological effect of LWD

# the post-flood management works were clearly in contradiction 
with the proposed NATURA 2000 management activities (for the 
SKUEV0141 are related to the revitalization and restoration 
abandoned arms for the purpose of wetland habitat flooding)
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